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STRATEGY #1 Finding and preparing workers.

CUMULATIVE QUARTERLY UPDATE DASHBOARD | 7.15.21 (Q2) 

19.17/HR Avg. starting wage 
quarterly (Q2)

4 
Office

58 
Craft

6 
Professional

7 
Other

2,358 ENROLLED

392 REG. APPRENTICES

934 I Total new placements

743 I Total incumbent workers

Zurishalen C. | WORKNOW Member 
 
Member, Zurishalen C. is a WORKNOW member and east Denver resident who first 
connected to coalition partners through a referral from the registered apprenticeship 
program he was applying to.  "Getting into the trades is not easy at first, there were so 
many moving parts,” he shares.  “The whole team at WORKNOW helped me manage 
some of the initial hurdles to getting started.”  Zurishalen is now a successful first-year 
Electrical apprentice, employed by Sturgeon Electric and working on the DIA Expansion 
project.  “It’s only getting better every day and I love what I do.  This is a picture of me and 
my journey worker mentor.  I want to help others connect to these important resources to 
build a better future.”

STRATEGY #2 Integrate and scale supportive resources.

 148 CORE CROSS-AGENCY PARTNER REFERRALS 

25% ENROLLED FROM PRIORITY ZIP CODES  
(Top five enrollment zip codes in Q2)

80204 80207 80019 80022 80239

STRATEGY #3 Identify and remove barriers.

Members Advancing Income Employment Retention Rate: 
30 days = 91% 
6 months = 87%

Race/
Ethnicity

Breakdown (Q2 only): 
Hispanic/Latino = 28%  
White = 42% 
Black = 13% 
More than one race = 10% 
Not Reported = 1% 
Native American = 4% 
Asian = 2%

STRATEGY #4 We are building inclusive economies.

| 1264 CERTIFICATES COMPLETED 897 Basic | 367 Upgrade

63% MEMBERS ACCESSED SUPPORTIVE RESOURCES

151 in (Q2)

13 Boots distributed in Q2

$28,673.15  
Total services or resource services allocated in Q2 

Q2 Industry Placement Rate | 63%  
industry related employment for  
job seekers overall

SUPPORTIVE SERVICES ALLOCATED (Q2)

20% STABILIZATION

27% TOOLS AND PPE

7% TRANSIT ASSISTANCE

46% DUES / FEES

On average, Q2 enrollees increased  
income from $13.01 to $18.91 

76 new placements in (Q2)

Q2 General Employment Rate | 76%  
general employment for  
job seekers overall

In late 2020 WORKNOW coalition partner task teams started exploring how to connect more 
effectively with communities and workers disconnected by the impacts of COVID 19.  The result is a 
developing series of drive through and on-site resource events to help neighborhood residents and 
construction employees learn about partner resources and retention supports.  Five CORE partners 
and two local women-owned restaurants hosted four drive-through events in neighborhood hubs and 
on construction sites to inform and connect people to employment and resource opportunities.  
Outcomes included an on-site training bootcamp with direct access to project employers, a 12% 
increase in WORKNOW enrollments, and a 40% increase in service access by project employees.


